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Abstract

Web offers a new way of service provision by arranging different resources over the web. The most critical and prominent is web searches. The purpose of this research is to identify a subtype of De-Duplication. DeDuSERP is de-duplication in search engine result page. It restricts the showcasing of urls with duplicate or similar data and hence enhances the search result experience of any client. By duplicate results we mean different links containing the same content or information. To solve this problem, we have designed a filter between Search engine result page and indexed-ranked pages which we get from the search engine in response to the query of the searcher. This filter eliminates the duplicate links idiosyncratically and displays the unique results on the SERP for the searcher. We have performed the string to string comparison of web pages and if the content is 90% similar then we adjudge them as duplicates and then check their inventiveness of these duplicate links on the basis of timestamp. By this we mean then the web page crawled earlier is original. The process of comparison and timestamp matching is done using an open source apache API Commons IO 2.4.
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1. Introduction

The programs that explore the documents for some specific keywords and return a list of documents in which keywords were mentioned is known as search engines. In fact search engine is a broad class of programs, though, the term is frequently used to specially to describe the systems like GOOGLE, ASK, BING and YAHOO search that permit users to search for documents from the Internet [1].

In general, the working of a web search engine starts by sending a query through spider to fetch maximum documents as possible. In next step, called indexing, reads downloaded documents and then creates an index depends on the keywords contained in each document. Further a proprietary algorithm is used by search engine to generate its indices so that idyllically only significant results are returned for that particular query.

The important thing about the Internet and its most important element, the World Wide Web, is that there are millions of pages accessible, waiting to present the information on a remarkable diversity of topics. The terrible news about the Internet is that there are a huge number of pages accessible; a large portion of them contain copy or comparative information. When you have to think about a specific subject, how would you know which pages to peruse? If you're like most people you click on the most optimized SERP link.

A. SERP

SERP, a web search tool comes about pages are site pages served to clients when they look for something web based utilizing a web index, for example, Google, Yahoo, Bing etc.. The client composes their pursuit question (frequently utilizing particular dialect and expressions known as keywords), whereupon the web index presents them with a SERP. Each SERP is one of a kind, not with standing for look inquiries performed on a similar web index utilizing similar keywords or pursuit questions. This is on the grounds that for all intents and purposes all web indexes redo the
experience for their clients by introducing comes about in view of an extensive variety of elements past their hunt terms, for example, the client's physical area, perusing history, and social settings. Two SERPs may seem indistinguishable, and contain huge numbers of similar outcomes, yet will frequently include unpretentious contrasts. The presence of internet searcher comes about pages is always in transition because of analyses led by Google, Bing, and other web crawler suppliers to offer their clients a more natural, responsive experience [8].

B. Page-Rank

A page ranking is a system from different service providers that ranks pages and their importance. Page ranks places an emphasis on inbounds links to determine the importance of pages. Page rank uses a ten points or 100 point scale. Page rank was first named after its founder, Lawrence Edward Page, who is likewise one of the founders of Google. The importance of websites is measured by the page ranking. By counting the number as well as the quality of the links to a website, it is a algorithm that was used by Google and all other search engine providers. By use of such algorithm, we will work out the ranking of a page and how popular and important the content is, before winnowing out the duplicate data.

C. De-Duplication

As the data is at its uncontrollable growth, duplicacy in data is also increasing with this comes the need for an efficient technique to manage such huge amount of data and its inventiveness [1]. De-Duplication is done by string to string comparison of web pages and if the content is 90% similar then we consider them as duplicate and then check their originality of these duplicate links on the basis of timestamp. By this we mean then the web page crawled earlier is original. The process of comparison and timestamp matching is done using an open source apache API Commons IO 2.4 [3, 4, 5].

2. Problem Statement

Due to uncontrollable growth of data, its management becomes difficult and precise search for searcher is also an issue sometimes. Tracking all the data on millions of web pages is not possible unless you transcribe a particular file with a tracking piece of code with incremental probability of every movement or Copy which is not possible. But there are programs like Antivirus which do not run without registration or specifically taking care of local computers. And you can track it like that. But if you really mean a single file, it is not possible to find how much data is duplicated over the net. If you delimit it to an Enterprise, you can use 6 levels of Data Quality measures which we usually use in ERP DQ (enterprise data planning and data quality) measurement. You know, there are nodes, branches in this network which leads to a million pieces of ends and many ends are eventually infinite also known broken links. One Single file can be anything, picture, text, video, GIFs but here we are dealing with textual data content only.

Search quality is a basic issue in the course of the execution of a Search Engine. Search quality issues can significantly affect an association's data framework and client encounter. Therefore, it is essential to comprehend search quality issues to guarantee achievement in executing DeDuSERP. This paper utilizes Google for instance of a web crawler and portrays an examination, which investigates search quality issues with existing frameworks, and distinguishes basic achievement factors that affect search quality [1].

3. Related Work

How about we take a gander at the 5-year picture, Internet clients have developed by 82%, or very nearly 1.7 billion individuals, since January 2012[7]. That means right around 1 million new clients every day or more than 10 new clients consistently. As the number of users is increasing day by day and the big amount of data is searched and users face the problem of duplicate data. So, several de-duplicating schemes [1] have be proposed and, much of the research has been done in the field of data de-duplication. Some de-duplication schemes have been proposed by the research community [4, 5, 6] demonstrating how de-duplication permits exceptionally engaging decreases in the utilization of storage resources.

4. Proposed Method

In this method we are trying to eliminate a sequence of words that is formed with the help of algorithm, designed on keywords as input entered by the user. To achieve this, we have made a CMM (Content matching machine). In CMM a string is prepared with help of keywords entered by the user/client in the sequence as entered and a string to string comparison is done to the whole content of the server.

A SERP is prepared just like a normally crawled webpage showing result of a search. The originality of any data required is decided with the help of deciding factor that could be anything like time stamp, author’s validation and many more. Then refined page content is made with pure de – duplicated data is shown on the browser. The page crawled earlier and the final page on the browser screen will showcase the huge difference in the user experience. The software used for comparison and timestamp matching is being developed and is inspired by very famous open source software – Apache Commons IO.

A. System Architecture

The whole software and its architecture are being developed on python as a core language. There are many modules which work in synchronization to achieve the overall results.

![Fig. 2: Working of a Proposed System](image-url)
A basic overall proposed architecture is explained with the help of figure 3.

Fig. 3: Proposed Architecture of DeDuSERP

5. Implementation

DeDuSERP has been implemented in Python 3.6.3 using the pycharm IDE on a windows 10 machine. It contains separate functions for web crawling i.e. crawl(), to check the duplicates i.e. DeDuSERP, to index pages i.e. indexer() to get the URLs of the files already present on the cloud. The content matching has been done using the Sequence Matcher module from difflib(library) which checks the sequence and returns the probability of being similar content. The DeDuSERP program has been designed to shorten the number of search results we get by avoiding duplicate webpages.

6. Experiments

To test the performance of the DeDuSERP we modeled a search engine system by creating a WAMP server on the system we would use DeDuSERP system to refer it and then connecting it to client computer. The Client Computer made a request by posting the query term and the websites to be searched upon. The DeDuSERP system takes that request and crawled upon the related links via web crawler. We then opened each page and copied the content to a text document. We then searched for the similarities between those documents and removed the webpages from the crawler database whenever we found 95% of similar content in two pages. We return only the unique webpages to the database so that only the distinctive search results are obtained. The indexer then indexes the webpages and the page rank of each is decided and returned to the client.

7. Results

We get the filtered results by removing the similar content from the search results. And also, the results which are most unique to the keywords given are presented to the users. The results are well indexed and the results obtained are calculated by giving ranks to page according to the page rank algorithm. These results can also be obtained for the image, videos and other results by browsing the descriptive data they contain with them and also the keywords associated with them. This solves a critical problem of any search engine as it gives out a less search results to the user and it also save much time of the search engine as it saves the amount of duplicate pages and need not crawl those duplicate pages again.

Fig. 4: Crawling Results of a Particular Query
Fig. 5: Similarity between Duplicate Pages

Fig. 6: Refined Search Results after De-duplication (Part – A)
8. Conclusion

Now-a-days an average man on computer with internet encounters a huge quantity of information on a single day. A century ago, an equivalent amount of information was accessible to an individual over the period of a year. The advent and subsequent boom of the internet had led to this tremendous amount data duplicacy ruining the authenticity of data. The World Wide Web is treasure trove of data. Accessibility of goliath information on the web prompts the need to avoid irrelevant data and acclimatize related data and DeDuSERP plays crucial role in separating data (BIG DATA). This research takes care of a basic issue of any search engine as it gives out a less indexed lists to the client and it additionally spare much time of the web index as it spare the measure of copy pages and need not creep those copy pages once more.

Google which owns 65% of the market, now processes over 40,000 search queries every second on average (visualize them here), which translates to over 3.5 billion searches per day and 1.2 trillion searches per year and a single google query uses 1000 computers in 0.2 seconds to retrieve a SERP by travelling an average of 1500 miles to a data centre and back. And our page ranking algorithm and de-duplicating algorithm will refine the facts stated above.

Fig. 7: Refined Search Results after De-duplication (Part – B)
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